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The jury nominations for the GOLDEN CAMERA from HÖR ZU for Best German Actress and Best 
German Actor 
 
Nina Kunzendorf, Anna Loos and Carolina Vera are the female aspirants; Herbert Knaup, Max Riemelt and Ulrich 
Tukur the male aspirants for the GOLDEN CAMERA from HÖRZU 
 
(Berlin) The jury of Europe’s leading weekly program magazine HÖRZU has nominated three actresses and three 
actors each for their exceptional performances in the 2010 television year. They will compete on February 5, 2011 in 
the categories “Best German Actress” and “Best German Actor” for the GOLDEN CAMERA from HÖRZU. 
 
In the film “In aller Stille” (Unspoken), Nina Kunzendorf plays a police officer whose personal conflicts create serious 
problems. “If there is a counterpart to courteous complacency, it’s a role for Kunzendorf. Every emotion that is 
expressed on her face remains entrenched in your memory. Even if it is occasionally almost painful,” says the jury. 
Anna Loos plays the worried daughter in “Wohin mit Vater?” (Whereto with Father?). “It is a rare achievement for an 
actor to uphold a top performance over a period of years. Anna Loos has succeeded in doing exactly that. She was 
already one of last year’s nominees for the GOLDEN CAMERA and there’s no avoiding her this time either. She has 
the unerring instinct to breathe life into each character,” declares the jury in regard to Anna Loos’ nomination. In the 
drama “Schutzlos” (Defenseless), Carolina Vera takes on the role of an illegal immigrant. In the jury’s opinion, “Vera 
portrays the ‘heroine of the invisible’ entirely without arousing pity and thereby displays an urgency that captivates the 
audience.” 
 
In 2005 Herbert Knaup already received a nomination in this category and he won. Now, the jury finds that, “in 
“Eichmanns Ende” (Eichmann’s End), Herbert Knaup proves once more that a good actor can play any role – even a 
monster in the guise of an honest man.” In the crime series “Im Angesicht des 
Verbrechens” (In the Face of Crime), Max Riemelt plays police officer Marek Gorsky. “His boyish face reflects an 
innocence without which evil could hardly be endured. Riemelt is ever-present, even if he is only a silent observer,” 
remarks the jury. And in regard to the nomination of Ulrich Tukur, who was already honored with the GOLDEN 
CAMERA in 1995: “He is an outstanding artist who never tires of exploring new paths.” In the episode “Tatort: Wie 
einst Lilly” (Crime Scene: Just like Lilly), Ulrich Tukur is Inspector Murot – a role that he created himself.  
 
This year’s jury of the GOLDEN CAMERA from HÖRZU, chaired by Editor-in-Chief Christian 
Hellmann, includes actress Barbara Auer, moderator Marietta Slomka, author and director Prof. Dr. Heinrich Breloer, 
comedian Oliver Kalkofe, producer Michael Souvignier and HÖRZU Deputy Editor-in-Chief Julia Brinckman and 
Chief Correspondent Angela Meyer-Barg. 

The 46th presentation of the GOLDEN CAMERA from HÖRZU will be held on February 5, 2011 in the Ullstein 

Auditorium of the Axel Springer Publishing House in Berlin. The gala, hosted by entertainer Hape Kerkeling, will 

be broadcast live at 8:15 pm in ZDF. In addition to ZDF, the official partners of the awards presentation are 

Deutsche Post, Mercedes-Benz, Samsung, Duckstein, Yves Saint Laurent, Apollinaris and Darboven. 

For further information please visit www.goldenekamera.de 
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